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The Emergence of Alternative Data

Imagine the world with no mobile phones. It’s difficult to remember the 
days when landlines, pay phones and letters were the primary modes of 
communication. Today, mobile phones are more common than 
homeownership. In fact, according to CTIA Wireless Association, there are 
~293 million wireless connections in the United States, up from only 97 
million in 2000. Consequently the cell phone industry has an astonishing 
93 percent penetration of the population today and represents a market 
that has tripled in size in the last 10 years1.

So how did mobile phones grow so quickly? Most experts point to  
greater convenience and lower costs as the primary drivers. That said,  
few understand the importance of alternative data in enabling the  
wireless explosion.  

Alternative data, broadly defined as consumer information that is not 
on the traditional “tradeline-based” credit report, was first used by the 
telecom industry in the early 2000s. Figure 1 outlines some examples of 
alternative data attributes across key categories. These attributes, such 
as address changes, property value and education history extend beyond 
past credit behavior and offer insights into how a consumer is capable 
of behaving. For the telecom industry, alternative data allowed carriers 
to evaluate applicants with limited credit history, namely immigrants, 
college students and other young adults. As a result, carriers could offer 
free devices to more people, reduce the risk of bad debt and, ultimately, 
accelerate the growth in mobile phones.

Alternative 
data extends 
beyond past 
credit behavior 
and offers 
insights into 
how a consumer 
is capable of 
behaving.

Figure 1: Alternative Data Attributes

Stability Ability to Repay Willingness to Repay

•   Address stability

•   Home ownership

•   Phone service 
history

•   Voter registration

•   Distressed property 
sales

•   Economic trajectory 
of last move

•   Property Value

•   Mortgage Amount

•   Other assets

•   Occupational 
licenses

•   Educational history

•   Lien obligations

•   Payday loan inquiries

•   Estimated income

•   State and county 
criminal records

•   Bankruptcies

•   Unsatisfied Liens

•   Judgements

•   Evictions
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Since its success in wireless, alternative data has supported multiple industries. Auto lenders have been able to “win” 
more deals by offering lower interest rates to consumers with strong alternative data scores. Credit card companies 
have upgraded their offers to “borderline” credit customers without taking on more risk. Cable companies have 
revised their deposit requirements in much the same way as the telecom industry. All in all, industries that encounter 
default risk are seeing the benefits of alternative data. More specifically, the additional information has allowed them 
to expand their addressable market, improve their risk management and increase their sales efficiency.     

The predictive power of alternative data
For wireless carriers, knowing education history or address stability was useful when reviewing young applicants with 
limited credit history. The applicant would normally be required to make a hefty deposit to enter the wireless world 
but, as competition for subscribers heated up, carriers used alternative data to reduce the deposit, maintain control 
on delinquencies and “win” the customer. Prior to adopting alternative data, carriers were meticulous about evaluating 
the “predictive power” of alternative data. They had to be sure that alternative data could improve their default 
performance, not simply add information without enhancing business results.

Over the past few years, LexisNexis® conducted a systematic assessment on the impact of alternative data on loan 
performance. LexisNexis, one of the largest compilers of non-credit consumer information, has also been evaluating 
alternative data for decades. LexisNexis houses multiple proprietary data sources that offer unique information on 
consumer behavior.  

Part of the assessment was to ensure that independent data types were predictive, essentially following an expected 
relationship with default rates. For example, one would expect that individuals with more valuable homes would have 
lower default rates. Figure 2 shows exactly that, as owners of high value residences had a ~2 percent default rate 
compared to 14 percent for those with low value homes. Similarly, consumers with high address stability (i.e., 7+ years 
at the same residence) had a 4 percent default rate compared to 19 percent for those with lower address stability 
(e.g., 5+ moves in 5 years). While nuances exist, each data type followed an expected relationship with default rates. 
This finding was critical as it showed that alternative data could be used independently to assess risk, especially for 
applicants with little or no credit history. 

Figure 2: Alternative data correlation to bad rates
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Figure 2: Alternative Data Correlation to Bad Rates
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The assessment also sought to determine if alternative data, coupled with 
traditional bureau data, improved overall portfolio performance. Figure 3 
shows how scores that combined alternative data and traditional credit 
bureau information generated more effective rank-ordering of credit risk, 
enabling more profitable decisions. For example, a cutoff using traditional 
data that excludes the lowest 20 percent of consumers captures 40 percent 
of the “bads.” That bad rate goes up to 48 percent when alternative data is 
added. Alternatively, while 20 percent of the population would be excluded 
by a cutoff targeting a 40 percent bad rate, that screen can be lowered to 15 
percent by adding alternative data. These results supported the importance 
of using alternative data for a more profitable underwriting decision. 
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Figure 3: Alternative data + Traditional bureau data predictive performance

Combined Model Improvement Over 
Traditional Data Benchmark

% of File
Benchmark 

% of Bads 
Captured

Combined 
% Bads 

Captured
% Gain

5% 13.6% 16.6% 22.1%

10% 24.0% 29.2% 21.7%

15% 32.6% 39.5% 21.2%

20% 40.4% 48.7% 20.5%

Figure 3: Alternative data+ Traditional bureau data  
predictive performance
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Practical benefits of alternative data
Despite the early use of alternative data by the telecom industry, broader adoption has faced headwinds. Scores 
generated from the traditional credit report had always been the primary tool for predicting risk. Lenders and service 
providers questioned the coverage and hit-rate of alternative data, its predictive power and, more importantly, the 
economic value of using the information. In a 2006 article on alternative data, the Center for Financial Services 
Innovation highlighted the need for better testing and more comprehensive and reliable data to increase the chances 
of widespread adoption2. Since then, data providers have made significant strides in presenting a strong case that 
alternative data can expand the addressable market, improve risk management and increase the effectiveness of 
cross selling and product placements.

Expanding the addressable market
For wireless carriers, using alternative data was initially about reaching more customers. The telecom industry knew 
that wireless was the wave of the future and they needed to reach the millions of consumers that had little to no 
credit history. These thin and no credit file applicants were young, educated and had earning power, not to mention 
they represented ~$24 billion in revenue opportunity.3 Alternative data allowed carriers to effectively score these 
applicants and subsequently provide free handsets and other promotions to drive adoption.  

Today, approximately 65 million consumers have little to no credit history. As seen in Figure 4, a large portion of this 
population, also known as the “underbanked,” is young and, based on the value of their property, appear to have 
sufficient financial resources to become part of the mainstream credit system. Still, lenders and service providers 
struggle to effectively evaluate this group. The traditional credit report requires experience (at least six months) 
and recent activity (within the last six months) to generate a “valid score” and the underbanked rarely meet those 
requirements. Alternative data, on the other hand, uses information beyond credit activity and is able to generate valid 
scores for as much as 60 percent of the thin-file, no-file population. 
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Figure 4: Characteristics of the “Underbanked” Population
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Figure 4: Characteristics of the “Underbanked” Population
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Figure 5 shows how alternative data can score the underbanked and 
expand the addressable market for lenders and service providers. 
There are ~40 million “scorable” consumers in the thin-file and no-file 
populations. These are consumers that are not scorable using traditional 
credit bureau data, but for whom valid and predictive alternative data 
scores can be generated. Moreover, ~72 percent of the higher scoring 
consumers in this group have single digit bad debt rates. For the thin-file 
population, the assessment found that the top 25 percent of accounts 
have an average bad debt rate of 5.1 percent. For the no-file population, 
the top 40 percent of accounts had an average bad debt rate of 6.1 
percent. These rates are comparable to those of typical borrowers, 
demonstrating that a large segment of the “underbanked” carry similar risk 
as traditional thick-file customers.

…a large 
segment of the 
“underbanked”
carry similar risk
as traditional
thick-file 
customers.
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Figure 5: Scoring and Loss Rate for Underbanked
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Going forward, lenders and service providers must decide how they will 
assess the underbanked population. Some will continue to rely heavily on 
traditional credit reports and accept the current size of the market. Others 
are actively testing alternative data as they search for ways to reach new 
customers without increasing their risk exposure. Regardless of which 
direction lenders and service providers choose one fact remains clear: many 
of today’s underbanked will eventually enter the mainstream and, as the 
telecom industry experienced, companies that reach their hand out first will 
reap the benefits of loyalty and lifetime value.

Figure 5: Scoring and Loss Rate for Underbanked
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Improving Risk Management among “Good Credit” customers
Wireless carriers clearly saw the benefits of using alternative data to increase adoption amongst younger audiences. 
But, as time passed, they noticed another major benefit with their core, thick credit file customers. Historically, credit 
scores were the sole driver for approving applications and setting the deposit for handsets. Customers with “good 
credit” had no deposit requirement and potentially received additional promotions. Customers with ”bad credit” 
were required to make a deposit and were only eligible for specific phones. When carriers added alternative data, 
they noticed that some of the perceived”good credit” customers were exhibiting higher risk behaviors while other 
customers with borderline “bad credit” showed stability. Identifying these groups, often called the “swap set,” gave 
carriers using alternative data a competitive advantage. They were able to find the best customers and focus their 
efforts on competing for their business. 

So how can there be customers with good credit scores that are high risk and visa versa? The answer is largely in 
timing. Traditional credit scores (and reports) often do not capture major changes in a consumer’s financial situation 
until well after these changes have occurred. In fact, some major behavioral changes can take up to 90 days to 
show up on a credit report. If applicants lose their jobs, they may still pay their bills on time for one or two months 
months. Even if they miss a payment, it will show up as 30 days delinquent with marginal impact on their credit score. 
Alternative data, on the other hand, offers leading indicators to potential issues. The same individuals who lost 
their jobs may move to a smaller residence or visit a payday lender. Both of these activities would show up in their 
alternative data and forewarn potential trouble for the lender or service provider. In essence, alternative data provides 
early warning signs that would not be part of the traditional credit report.

In contrast, alternative data can also provide positive signals for people with borderline credit. Consider an applicant 
with a long history at the same address and an extensive educational background. These characteristics would 
typically suggest an ideal customer. If, however, the applicant made a few late payments during a rough period in 
their life or have inaccurate information on their credit report, their credit score would be lower than expected. In the 
absence of additional information, a lender or service provider would have no way of understanding the reasons for 
the low score and would offer the individual similar products and/or terms as others in the same credit band. In these 
situations, alternative data can give insights into why an applicant has borderline credit. Their alternative data score 
would be high with characteristics such as address stability, high wealth index and job security. The lender or service 
provider could offer favorable terms and ‘win’ a profitable customer.

In practice, lenders and service providers set acceptable loss rates when extending loans. The more loans a lender 
or service provider can underwrite at the same target loss rate, the higher their overall profitability. In practice, credit 
card issuers utilizing alternative data in conjunction with traditional credit data have seen as much as a 5 percent 
increase in credit approvals at a constant loss rate even in prime credit segments where loss rates are under 2 
percent. Sub-prime lenders and service providers have seen even more value with their approval rate rising from 
a mere 4 percent utilizing only traditional credit data to 18 percent when also considering alternative data, all while 
maintaining a target loss rate of 15 percent. Alternative data enabled the lenders and service providers to see a more 
complete picture of the applicants and thereby approve quality loans that would otherwise have been rejected. By 
being able to underwrite these additional loans without increasing their risk exposure, lenders and  
service providers are often able to generate millions of dollars of additional revenue.
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Increasing cross sell and effective  
product placement
The wireless market has become extremely competitive. New features 
such as texting, data plans and security options have increased the value 
of a customer. As consumers pour money into upgrades, carriers are 
constantly required to make ”credit” decisions. Can the customer afford 
the upgraded plan? Who should we target with new features? What is best 
product and price for the customer? Alternative data may help answer 
many of these questions. But, in the context of effective cross selling and 
product placement, the telecom industry will look to evidence from card 
companies and the auto industry on the value of alternative data.

Credit card companies have experienced significant product placement 
benefits by using alternative data. Figure 6 shows how alternative data, 
coupled with traditional bureau information, impacted up to 40 percent 
of accounts with information that changed the offer. In most instances, 
the incremental data enabled the card company to provide an ‘upgraded’ 
offer (e.g., lower interest rate, higher limit) and improve their chance of 
winning the customer and having that consumer utilize their card more 
frequently. In some instances, the opposite was true. Card companies 
identified customers with higher risk than expected and subsequently 
‘downgraded’ the offer. Regardless of the direction, alternative data has 
helped card companies optimize their offers. 

Alternative 
data enabled 
the lenders and 
service providers 
to see a more 
complete picture 
of the applicants 
and thereby 
approve quality 
loans that would 
otherwise have 
been rejected.
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Figure 6: Alternative data impact on consumer credit card offers
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Auto lenders have seen similar benefits with alternative data. In auto 
lending, dealers solicit bids from multiple lenders. The financial institutions 
compete by offering aggressive terms while keeping an eye on their target 
loss rate. Lenders and service providers that use alternative data have 
more information about the applicant and are often able to provide better 
interest rates, discounts and more. The auto lending industry has embraced 
alternative data as a source of competitive advantage, offering the right 
terms to the right customers.

All in all, effective lending is about knowing your customers. Offering the right 
product at the right place and right time is the name of the game. Alternative 
data gives unique insights into behaviors, life events and important personal 
activities that allow lenders and service providers to get answers to all three; 
product, place and time. Moreover, early adopters have seen how these 
insights provide a competitive advantage within their industry and across  
product lines.

Summary 
By 2013, analysts expect active wireless accounts to exceed the number of 
consumers in total as people carry multiple cellular and broadband devices.4 
In addition, young consumers with limited credit histories account for a 
significant part of the usage (e.g., text messaging, phone calls, etc.). When 
historians look back on mobile proliferation, few will highlight the importance 
of alternative data. Still, telecom executives understand how critical  
non-traditional consumer information was to fueling wireless growth.

In the time since the telecom industry started leveraging alternative data, 
multiple other industries including credit cards, auto, cable and mortgage 
have started testing and utilizing alternative data in their risk assessments. 
Each industry is finding their own benefits from a larger addressable market 
to better risk management to improving cross sell and product placements. 
Regardless of the specific benefit, lenders and service providers agree that 
the additional consumer information has improved the performance of their 
credit decisioning and opened the doors to more customers. Going forward, 
few products will ever experience the same explosive growth as wireless. Still, 
alternative data may be the key to expanding access to future innovation that 
benefits lenders, service providers and consumer alike.

Offering the  
right product at 
the right price 
and right time  
is the name of  
the game.
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